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THE ONLY UP-TO-DATE ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN TOWN.
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PRICE 3 CENTS
-
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World’s Temperance Sunday Observed
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Children’s solid leather box calf and vici boots 89c
Misses
“
“
u
“
98c
Little boys vici lace boots
’
89c
Youth’s Box Calf boots
98c
Bpys’ Box Calf Boots
$1.19

Men’s $4 boots, $2.98
Men’s $3.50 boots $2.69
Men’s $2.50 boots, $2.19

One large lot broken sizes women’s boots were $2
to $3.50. Sale price, $1.49
Bargains in all kinds of footwear at

sase.

City Shoe Store

5

Main St

Biddeford

(Tel. 361-3)
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Special This Week and Next.

Burke’s Boston Branch
store

ko

Hear of TVEoiisam House

As we have seventeen stores in Maine, New
Hampshire and Massachusetts we are able to
give the public the benefit of 1 5 and 25 per
cent discount on all cuts of beefsteaks, chops,
pie meat, roasts, fowl and chicken.
Give
us your turkey order and let us save you
money. We will make |a special discount
on all meats this week and next. Remem
ber this is the store to save money in, and
remember also that we are here to stay and
treat the public as it should be treated.

Respectfully,

Boston Branch flarket
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The Enterprise Ads Pay
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SOMETHING NEW !

by Society

at Congregational Church

Big Sales in one. The final clean-up of the
Henry Fontaine Bankrupt stock, the small stock
purchased from A. Landry, Alfred street, and all
our odd lots and samples on Summer footwear,

.

FIRST-CLASS JOB OFFICE

ALL THE LOCAL HAPPENINGS CORRECTLY REPORTED.

PUBLIC MEETING OF FEDERATION

e-

-

TEMPERANCE FORCES GIVEN NOTE OF WARNING
Revs. Dickey, Carter and Cann the Speakers—“The Higher Class of the
Country Should Be Anti-alcohol as Well As Anti-saloon” Says the
Latter—“Place for the Preacher in the Political Arena”
Says Rev. Carter—Husic a Pleasing Part of Program

A union temperance meeting under sent, when I say the purpose of'this
the direction of the recently forced meeting is practically two-fold.
“First to give worthy recognition to
“Kennebunk Federation1’ was held in
the Congregational church Sunday Eve the battle which I believe is being suc
ning. There was a large number pres cessfully waged against the liquor
ent, the'various churches having held traffic, again to provoke thinking of
regular services an hour earlier to per the imperial order that may crystalize
mit attendance of members at the larger into a wholesome public sentiment.
“The question has been asked relative
meeting. While it was “Temperance
Sunday” throughout thq Christian WAJild to this meeting, has it any political
and the speeehes were devoted princi significance. I am not answering for
pally to the fight for a continuance of the Kennebunk Federation under whose
prohibition in Maine and the -advance auspices this meeting is convened, nor
ment of the temperance cause through do I presume to make answer for the
out the world, the meeting was also .the1 churches, nor yet for this assembly: I
first gun in the ‘Kennebunk Federation* hold myself alone responsible when I
campaign fora betterment bLlocalcon say say, .Yes. This meeting has a
political significance.
ditions.
Music by Organist Mark Dickey and
“Not that we are here to further the
the choir added to the service. Rev. r. interests of any political aspirant, or to
Wilson of the Unitarian church rea&the1 give give emphasis to partisan claims,
scripture and offered prayer. The Rev. yet in the light of true politics there is.
Mr. Dickey spoke of thespiritof getting a grave political significance in this
together, and that the best thing for’ gathering.
“I have been told in my short experiany community was the gathering of
the sober, industrious and good* fathers. ence as a Christian minister that it was
and mothers of the community to dis my business not to engage in politics
cuss its needs. He did not believe -in but to preach the gospel of the Lord,
stifling anyone’s opinions or convic Jesus Christ in its purity and simplic
tions and that the Kennebunk Federr ity. I would say ‘Amen’ to that—but
ation would not follow the old line de let me preach the gospel from the
bating school of debarring politics and viewpoint that comprehends the entire
religion in its discussions. He said range of human needs.
that.JJie temperance question had j “Yes, I think there is-a place for the
ajwayg^en with us and he believed" iUj ¡ireacber in the political arena, and I
ahtays^Eould be and for the next few atp satisfied that the objectiob* comes
years in^Maine would be more so than " chiefly from those bf the«other party—
possibly, ^ time, f 19m Xuchjas may
ever. In speaking of the resub
question, Mr. Dickey" told’«if a town in fear their ease.and coin fort in position
New Hampshire that returned to the of trust may be disturbed, but in most
no-license rule at the recent election. instances from those who have au ill
He said that two years ago that town defined conception of the term politics.
had voted license because the citizens The simplest definition I find for the
had heard so much about revenue and term is ‘the science of government’
non-enforcement that they wanted to and 1 would like to know who there is
try a new system. Two years’ trial was in this church who should not be
sufficient to cause a return to the for greatly concerned with a thing of that
mer method of no-saloons. He though t sort. ,T° be sure the unrighteous
that a similar condition existed in > practices of politicians at the prompt
Maine. There were many in ' the state ing of unholy aspirations has contribu
who knew nothing of the open saloon ted to the association of the term with
policy and would be influenced to vote the idea of cunning, caprice, sometimes
for local option to find out just what knavery. I would lift politics and
such a policy would bring. That would politicians from under the odium that
be the greatest fight prohibitionists obtains in the minds, of many—and
would have iu the next two years—to give both their rightful place in our
convince these voters that prohibition thought.
“If politics is science of government,
at its worst is better than liquor
it is worthy the recognition of every
revenues and the open saloons.
Rev. Mr. Carter of the Methodist man. Does not the pure government
church laid the foundation of the even of God comprehend the entire range of
ing’s meeting arid prepared the way for the needs, comforts, restraints, helps,
the more direct remarks of the Rev. indeed the common weal ? And true
Mr. Cann of the Baptist church. Both to the principle of government, right
of these clergymen spoke in a clear, en eous law always comprehends the en
thusiastic and convincing manner, and tire scope of human welfare. If this be
so expressed themselves that the au • true, who has better right to have voice
dience was impressed with the idea in fashioning sentiment that may find
that the “Kennebunk Federation” pro fruitage in wholesome laws and the
poses to take an active part in trying to execution of the same, than they who
better the condition of the state, county- are the recognized leaders in the great
and village* The audience gave close work of helping men to be what they
attention to the remarks of the speakers may and ought to be—manly men.
and the meeting was one that|developed
“The church of God through its out
much food for thought.
spoken life iu minister and layman is
The Rev. Mr. Carter said.—
the most potent factor in the maintaiu“A pertinent question at this time ance of law and order, decency and re
would be something of this sort:
‘To spectability in social, commercial and
what purpose is this meeting?’ I think political affairs. I do not and would
I voice the opinion of the Kennebunk not advocate the ecclesiastical domina
Federation, of the churches of the com tion of our political institutions. I be
munity and of you who are here pres- lieve iu the separation of church and
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Confectionery Store
Has opened with a full line of the

best candies and invites your pa
tronage.

Located in the

Whitcomb Studio Bld’g
Main St., Kennebunk
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Ul J THANKSGIVING
iJThere are a large number of people in
this vicinity who want a new hat for the
Thanksgiving holidays. I have trimmed a
large number to meet this demand.
if Shall sen for just one-half price.

MRS. O. R. CARTER
Kennbunk

OPPOSITE BANK

Maine

Your

Thanksgiving Turkey
Free!
On Wednesday, the 23rd of November, we are going to give
FREE to the customer who guesses nearest the total number

of pills placed in a sealed jar in our window, A LARGE
NATIVE TURKEY WITH THE FIXlN’S, comprising
spices, flavoring extracts, etc., and it is yours for a guess.

Every Purchase—One Guess
There are no restrictions upon the number of guesses. You
• can guess as often as you make a purchase. This turkey is
farm grown and his flesh is firm and solid; perfect in every re
spect. We are sure you will say it is the finest you ever ate.
Try a guess—you can’t tell.

Look in Our Window

! Morin s Cut Price Drug Store
Opposite Post Office

Biddeford, Maine

THE BUSIEST CORNER ON KENNEBUNKS’ BUSIEST STREET”

With a large stock of selected groceries, including many specialties not carried by any grocery outside the big marts of
trade, your patronage is solicited. THE THANKSGIVING LINE is arriving daily and your order is requested. Our
Turkeys will be selected this year by that veteran poultry raiser, H. P. Jenney. GET YOUR ORDER IN EARLY.

Cor. Main and Water Sts.

George E. Consens, Prop.

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE
DEVOTED TO THE GENEERAL
INTERESTS OF YORK CO.
ISSUED EVEBY WEDNESDAY BY

ANNIE JOYCE CREDIFORD
'
Editor and Publisher
Printed at The Enterprise Press Office
Kennebunk, Maine

Subscription, One Year, In Advance
Three Months,

-

$1.00

-

.26

dingle Copies, 3 Cents.
Advertising Rates made known on application.
Correspondence Is desired from any Interested
parties, relative to town and county matters.
A first-class printing plant in connection. All
work done promptly and in up-to-date style

WEDNESDAY. NOV. 16, 1910.

Gov-elect Plaisted has announc
ed the appointment of J. Clement
Murphy of Augusta, the well known
newspaper correspondent and dean
of the legislative reporters, as his
private secretary.

P

Col. Roosevelt delivered a lecture
at Des Moines before a convention
of state school teachers for which
he received $2000 with.expenses.
Speculation in tickets enabled the
association to make $4000 above
all expenses.

Before'you buy your piano
call and examine our large
stock of New and Slightly
Used Pianos. We are sellr;
ing fine

The Boston papers reaped a har
vest during the political campaign
in Massachusetts through the great
volume of “political advertising’’
appearing in their pages. Both the
democratic and republican orgariitions spent money lavishly, buying
large space in which to lampoon
the opposition. This method,of
getting before the public, what the
politicians desire them to read is ar
great improvement over past meth
ods. No reason why the politicians
shouldn’t pay for the space used in
advertising their candidate, just as
much as the dry goods merchant
pays for advertising his wares.
Politics is just as much of a busi
ness in these days, as any other
branch of business.

>■ If men were taxed for land they
did not; use, but simply held for
speculation, they would either have
It is just as bad to fuss constants
to use it of give it up, and if the ly over the health as to take too
land grabbers continued to grab little care of it. La Rochefoucauld,
they would have to pay for it.
the French writer of maxims said:
“There are people Who would
Samuel Clemens’ (Mark Twain) never have been in love if they
literary treasures are'to be sold at had never heard talk of it.” There
auction. Mrs. Ossip Gabrilowitch, are undoubtedly people who would
daughter of the late author, will never or- hardly ever be ill if they
dispose of the bulk of his library, thought less about it. People who
retaining only such books as have are afraid to open their windows
intimate. family7 associations 'and lest a draught should give them a
signed volumes from living writers. cold or neuralgia, who are are afraid
Ito gb put if there is a little rain, or
The palm tree has always been a little wind, or a little cold, be
venerated wherever it grows; in cause they are “so delicate,” be
some places it is worshipped. come more so, and in time make,
“Honor the palm tree,” says a Mo I themselves as sensitive as hothouse
hammedan writer, “for she is your plants, which can bnly live in the
father’s aunt, for this tree was overheated greenhouse.
formed of the remainder of the
clay from which Adam was cre- To be an American is not a mat
ated.”
ter of birth nor accident of posi
tion. It is a matter of temperaThe recent elections have shown
ment. The man that loves’ liberty
that the rank and file of the Voters
and believes in equality of importu
are displeased with so much legis
lation in favor of the special inter nity so that he may come from a
far land to find them here; who
ests. They want some favorable
legislation for themselves. ' The casts his lot oh an abandoned farm,
or has $165 and two hands to start
Republican party must set about
with;
who asks nothing but a
to put its house in order and' get
chance and is ready to do his part
back to the days of Lincoln, when
—is an American. He is a better
it stood for the rights of man, in
American than one who advocates
stead of the rights of the almighty
the ripping up of our institutions
dollar.
with “new nationalism.” An Am
erican is a man who believes in the
A P. E. I. editor suggests that rule of law, not of persons; who
< Canada >hould seriously consider submits in peace to the rule of the
th£ ^admission of Maine into the courts; who agitates within bounds
^''Dominion, claiming that, a glance for his legislature to carry out re
at the map7 is sufficient to show forms; who seeks consistently to
| that the state belong geograpically make every man’s chance the same,
• to Canada rather than to the being against privilege and for the
.... United States. The culmination equal right of all. That is what
1 of such an idea is as remote as the constitutes such a one and not the
: annexation of Canada by the Uni- accident of his birth in some other
ted States. Americans who have country or his station in this.
traveled throughout Canada soon
—Indianapolis News.
7 dispel any hope of annexing that
I country of great promise, and if the
P. E. I. editor made a trip to the
state that “leads the way” he A Few of the Goods we make daily
would undoubtedly realize that his
Rasberry Turnovers
,.. idea savors of a “pipe dream.”
Cream Cakes Pies Home Made
Did you ever think what an ad.
in this paper will do for you ?
When you turn out the lights in
the store, lock the door and go
home, and sit down for an hour or
two of enjoyment away from busi
ness care, then it is that your ad,
is getting in its work. In hun
dreds of homes the paper is being
read, the very homes from where
your trade is being drawn, and your
ad. is doing its Silent work, remindingthem that you are still in busi
ness for them. If you have taken
pains to write your advertisement
its work will be all the more effect
ive. This reading of your ad. is
repeated over and over again, and
thus has earned the title of the “si
lent salesman.” And the *‘silent
salesman” enters homes where
your own salesman could not go.
It enters the homes of your com
petitor’s customers, and if your ad.
is the better it again gets in its
work. The “silent salesman” is
never tired, is always ready to ex
ploit the store it represents, and is
never offensive unless the writer
of the ad. is,—-Old York Transcript,

PIANOS

riince Heat and Other Kinds
Doughnuts
Loaf Cake
Rolls Buns White Bread
Whole Wheat and Graham
Bread

In Exchange for New Ones
That is we allow for your
OLD GLASSES when you
buy a new pair.
Don’t
charge you any .more for the
new ones..
Consultation Free

UV» MM

SPORTING GOODS of ALL KINDS
Biddeford

Biddeford

Jeweler and Optician

Maine

of Chewing

MURPHY’S MUSIC STORE
211 Main St.,

Hygienic, Facial and Scalp
Massagç

Telephone 292-R

And Dealers in Smoker’s Articles and all kinds
and Smoking Tobaccos

Ah Got Mah Wild TurkeyBut, Oh, Yo’ Possum!

Guaranteed for five years
Cash or easy terms

DINAN

Biddeford,

SEED and HAVANA CIGARS

Upright Pianos
175 ¡lain Street
for $125 and $150

Addie M. Holmes

Shampooing, Manicuring and
Chiropody

Manufacturers of and ' Wholesale and Retail Dealers iu

Fishing Poles, Fishing Tackle and Angler’s Goods generally. Ammunition
of all kinds. Shells loaded and unloaded'. Guns and Revolvers to let.

Old Glasses
Taken

Fenderson & Cole

253 Maio St., Biddeford,

Æaiv Furs

Hams
I am now ready to receive hams
to cure in any quantity.
P. C. WIGGIN
Kennebunk, Nov. io, 1010.

FOR SALE

Fox, Mink, Skunk, Muskrat, Coon and
all kinds. Highest prices. Send for
pricelist. Metcalf’s Fox Decoy is un
equalled, $1.00 postpaid. Fox Trap
per’s Guide, $1.00.

25 COCKRELS3—pure bred Rhode
Island Red$._ Price depends on the
birds.
H. C. Metcalf & Co., Alstead, N. H
A. H. WALKER, !
West Kennebunk.

H. L. FOGG
BARBER
First Class Work Guaranteed
Over Mason Block
We solicit your patronage

«/. H. GOODWIN
Auctioneer for York Co. Tel Conn.
House Tel. 527 L.
StoreM 715

SIEGEL’S STORE

<31 Market St.

Portsmouth, IN. H.

The Greatest Purchase of

LADIES’, HISSES’ AND
CHILDREN’S SUITS
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Enterprise until Jan. 1, 1912 for
Cloth Coats, Fur Coats, Furs, Cloth Dresses, Silk Dresses,
$1.00.

One Ton of Candy
Following your Thanksgiving dinner and during
the day you will want some nice candy. Bowdoin
has an exceptionally fine offering of the best candies
made.
- - -• - - ~ - - - -

Cloth Skirts, Silk Skirts, Voile Skirts. Silk Waists, Velvet
Waists, Lawn and Batiste Waists, Silk Petticoats, Cloth and
Silk Rain Coats ever inaugurated in this city, including hun
dreds of samples and odd garments purchased at 25, 30 and
40 per cent discount and offered this week at prices way beIcw regular figures.

th

Come Early and Get Best Pick.
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Siegel’s Store, 31 Market Street
The Only Exclusive , Ready-to-Wear Apparel in the City.

Don’t forget to order your Ice Cream early.

®^We pay Car Fare for Purchasers of $10.00 or Over

BOWDOIN

ke“unk

ant

Whereyou meet your traveling

Business TRiends
The New York Express

9

Darvill’s Bakery

Allows The Business Man The Opportunity ofClosing His Affairs For
The Day and Departing at a Convenient Hour, Enjoying Every
Phase of Travel convenient enroute.

Why Not

Full equipped vestibule train with modern sleeping cars will be <
operated between Portland and New York City-on the following,
Ufo schedule East and Westbound.

Service Eiarecttve October IO
_
WESTBOUND.

The Home of Good Food

Edison Home

Phonograph
Plays either 2 or 4-inch records.
In excellent condition.

EIGHTEEN NEW RECORDS
Apply at

Enterprise Office
Subscribers may take advantage o
of Enterprise offer by paying any
arrearage and one year in advance

Leave Portland

have a good photograph of the family

j

group taken

•

Thanksgiving Day
IMis open for business and
I he W hitcomb is ready to “furnish you
with the best in up-toStudio :
date portraiture.
We make a specialty of framing pictures and invite
you to examine our large stock of Moldings before
going elsewhere.
Sitt ngs may be made by appointment
on Thanksgiving Day.

-

-

-

t6 15 pm

Leave Old Orchard 6 84 pm
“
Biddeford
- 6 45 pm
Kennebunk - .
1 7 02 pm
Dover ....
- 7 40 pm
Exeter ....
8 09 pm
Haverhill
- 8 44 pm
■ » 09 pm
Lawrence
- •
•
Andover
•
- ■+y9 22 pm
t9 05 pm
Lowell .
.
«
Clinton
... tlO S3 pm
flO 66 pm
Worceiter ... 512'08
.
_____
am

Arrive Jfew York City,

56 85 am

EASTBOUJiD.

. flO 40 pm
Le^ve New York City
Arrive Worcester ■
58 55am
.
54 86am
“ Clinton •
54 52am
'■
Ayer .
55 22 am
“
Lowell
“
Andover “
Lawrence .
56 06 am
“
Haverhill - 56 85 am
“
Exeter
■i57 00 am
'•
Dover
57 42 am
••
Kennebunk
. 57 69 am
'• Biddeford .
58 25 am
“
Portland BUFFET SERVICE ENROUTE IN EITHER DIRECTION.
S OTE—Owing to the early arrival at New York City (6.85 a.m.)
Sleeping cars will be held at Grand Central Terminal until 6.40
a.»., allowing 1 hour and 6 minutes for passengers, to depart
from the train, - For Tickets and Reservations write, call, or tel
ephone Local Ticket Agent.
>
t Daily except Sunday. »
T Daily except Monday.
Y Stops to take or leave passengers for orfrom New York.
CM. BURT, G.

Boston
*<"• Maine

Have Your Job Work
Done at Enterprise Office
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Call it a Test, an Experiment, anything you please, but just try it
once for you own satisfaction
and in the end itwill prove profitable to you. Come and see us on

CLOTHING
AND WE WILL SAVE YOU DOLLARS

Our prices seem so unreasonably low that other merchants will, tell you it cannot be so, but come and
see for yourself and if you find we have told you the truth, all we ask is, simply tell your friends and
neighbors.
This sale is different than any you ever attended, and prices lower.
The greatest money saving Clothing Sale ever held outsideof Boston.
In fact we only know of one firm there who can even equal us.
We are buyers of bankrupt stocks and stocks from people who are hard pushed for cash. These are
the only reasons that we can sell goods as follows:

Men’s Suits
$5.00 ones to go at
$6.50 “
$7.00 “
$8.00 “
$8.50 and $9.50 ones to go at
$10.00 and $12.00
$12.50 to $20.00

Children’s Suits

................ $2.25
................ $2.87
................ $2.98
................ $3.33
................ $3.67
................ $3.89
$4.37 to $6.50

Boys’ and Youths’ Suits
$1.87 that was
$2.89
$3.13
$3.89
$4.37
$5.50

................ $5.00
................ $6.00
. $6.50 to 7.00
. $7.50 to 9.00
. . .$10 to 12.00
$12.50 to 18.00

Wlth reSular cut pants. Some very small sizes as low as 58 and 98c
Better grades goat $1.12, $1.22, $1.32, $1.58, $1.72, $1 98, $2.22, $2.42
$2.62, $2.82. Worth from $3.00 to $6.50.

We know these prices seem out of proportion, but we have the goods to back them up. in some cases
the former owners’ prices still remain upon the garments.

Men’s and Young Men’s Overcoats, Ulsters, Storm Coats
$1.67 was $4.00. $3.98 was $6.50. $5.87 to $6.87 was $10.00. $7.50 to $8.50 was $16.50.
$2.87 was $5.00. $4.27 was $7.00. $6.37 to $7.37 was $i2.oo. $9 to 12.50 was $r8 to 25.60.,
O^The above few prices are given only as an example of what we sell goods for, bought from bank
rupt stocks or firms hard pressed for ¿ash.
As we have said in previous advertisements, we also buy goods in the open market. These of course have more
style than the other goods that have been carried by merchants, but patrons do not obtain near as much wearing
value. It is for the customer to choose which he desires. A stylish cut garment at prices somewhat

below any other merchant’s price, or garments full of wear (but not as full of style) way down below what
any merchant can sell you at, 1-3, 1-2 and in some cases 3-4 off of former prices.

We include
in this Dover, N. H. upSale
the b*“’kiuPt s.t0<* of Thomas E. Sweeney, who
,
to a^ short time ago was in business at 358
----------------------------------------------------- - ---------

Central Avenue.

In Our Furnishing Department we offer some grand values, some of which are brand new.

100 dozen Linen Collars,, ail styles in turn-down, 3 for 25c. These are the “run of the factory.” 50
dozen of new Neckwear at 19c. Sweaters, Negligee Shirts, Underwear, all at cut prices andali great
values.
You’ll find this a great money-saving store.

Massachusetts Trading Co
J. Y. DEMERITT, Agt. and LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE
Anyone haVlng a stock or any part of a stock to dispose of should correspond with our nearest agent.

n ¡clous business flings away his man
hood and helps to rob his brother of
his. I can’t understand how a think
ing people can for a moment give
assent to the demand for license, (here
the speaker read from the columns of a
paper published in New Hampshire
where he said the people did not know
any better than to swing away from
their prohibitory moorings to drift at
the mercy of the wild winds that sweep
the high seas of license. The citations
from this periodical were references to
arguments for license as offered by
church dignitaries of certain denomi
nations. The speaker claimed the ar
guments did not rest upon foundation
in facts and further said:
“I believe and submit before the con
science and intelligence of this people
as a tribunal, that the matter I have
read from these license devotees is in
consistent with the best thought and is
irrelevant to the issue at stake.
“The question is, shall men who
ascribe honor to the most Hight God,
and walk in the community as men of
Christian integrity, shall men like
these help to tear down the standards
of righteousness or shall they support
every rightous measure.
“God help us to stand in our integrity a Christian men. Let us always
stand for the higest type of morality
and righteous conduct in the face of
any foe, and when we do that there
will be no doubt .but it will be more
difficult for the wicked to practice their
devices. The community life will be
better, richer, bapprer, and we shall
know we have stood for the right
against the wrong.”

the leading liquor periodical, “Bonfort’s Wine and Spirit Circular,” writes
an article in the October number on the
[Continued from First Page.]
subject, “Can the Liquor Business be
Successfully Defended Before the Bar
state, but 1 do insist that the best in
of Public Sentiment?” and he con
terests of our community life can be
fesses that be is mortally afraid it can
conserved only when the spirit and life
not unless it speedily regulate itself
of the church of the living God actu
out of its present irregularity of con
ates those who have the priceless
duct.
priviledge of making laws and the tre
“We doubt if the liquor business
mendous responsibility of executing
could even then commend itself, for 25
the same, I am persuaded that one of
years of scientific teaching on temper
the greatest moral struggles in which
ance in the public schools of the na
the people Of this state have ever been
tion—thanks to the supreme achieve
engaged is closing in upon us. The
ment of the W. C. T. U., probably the
call to Christian manhood was never
greatest thing that organized woman
mere emphatic. The situation demands
hood ever accomplished in the social
serious thoughtfulness-and heroic effort
field—25 years of direct moral exhorta
consistent with an awakened . .Christian;
tion in the Sabbath schools, bitter ages
conscience.
of daily experience with every conceiv
“Resubmission is to be the issue of :
able variety of alcoholic brutality,
the immediate future.
crime, disease, and destitution, and the
•‘There Is a clamour in certain
evei-present shame of liquor bred politi
quarters for a license system as opposed
cal corruption have combined to edu
to prohibitory law. Who wants to
cate the people to a horror and a hatred
license the nefarious business?
The
of the alcohol trade surpassing that
one who is urged on by the spirit of
they have against any other evil. It
greed for gain. What is back of it but
surely means much concerning the
a selfishness that moves for personal
continued weal of the liquor interests
aggrandizement ignoring the right of
of this country for the people at large
the public.
to know that there is an economical
“License. The shame of-it. x
argument against it, intemperance,
“But they tell us that men will drink
that it is a ruinous waste of money,
and why not the revenue.
and is fatal as a rule to getting on in'
“Shame upon the man who hurls
life; that there are health arguments
such a proposition in the face of a
against, that it weakens both body and
Christian community.
brain and destroys a man’s effective
“Owe we nothing to the poor unfor
ness whether for physical or mental
tunate slave of passion and appetite but
work; that there are social arguments
to inflict added punishment to that
against it, that there no more antisocial,
nature imposes through the violation
brutally selfish and hard hearted men
of her laws of health. Am I my
than the intemperate men; that there
brother’s keeper and shall I not safe
are religious arguments against it, that
Rev. Mr, Cann said:
guard him and help to make it less
“The expected has happened. The it is one of the main causes of a man’s
possible for him to bring the disgrace
Rev. Mr. Carter has given you such a unreadiness to meet his Lord wnen he
and shame of poverty and ruined man
pyrotechnic display of temperance ora dies.
hood to the home and community.
tory that it will be next to im possible
Recognizing the enormous power for
“Shall we put upon our statute books for me to add any interesting word on
evil that tnis huge octopus of the
a law calculated to pave the way to this old theme worn threadbare.
liquor interest is, the American people
deeper degradation and hopeless death ?
“We have been told in clear and have been laboring to .crowd him off
“No, give us still the prohibition forceful language that all government the American map and drown him in
laws. What is the object of law if not is or should be of God, and that the
the depths of the western - sea, feeling
to protect the innocent and weak, to powers that be are true to their respon that then they would be giving him a
prevent the willfully malicious from sibility before God just to the extent more Christian send off than if they
carrying into effect their wicked de that all departments of life are con
allowed him to die at his own hand by
signs, and to make it more difficult for trolled by the principles and practises
drunkenness. As a result of their
the crimtninally. inclined to fall, and of God’s kingdom of righteousness.
efforts within a few years past six
finally to inspire obedience to the high
“Now we of America delight to talk southern states have-' been whitened,
er motives. Not to entrap but to safe
of American government as being of and many northern counties and towns,
guard—make it easier to do right, more
the people and by the people, so that so that today half the nation in terri
difficult to do wrong.
when we talk about what the govern- tory and nearly half in population is
“Now the prohibition law is calcu I ment is doing or has done with regard “high and dry,” so far as legalized in
lated to meet this end.
to the great evil of intemperance we dulgence in intoxicants is concerned.
‘‘The license system to defeat this are simply talking about what the peo Some ardent prohibitionists feel that
end.
ple have done or are now doing. Well, the slate of Maine received a set back
“Again the license system is at best what have they done, anyway ? Where in the matter of temperance by the re
a compomrise. It]is conscience for dol do we stand today as a nation on the cent election, but anything more than a
lars. The detestable feature of it is liquor question? Someone must have surface study of the situation will dis
that whoever aids and abets the per been doing somewhat, for the editor of pel that fear. We all know that the

PUBLIC MEETING

state has come to depend upon the
sheriff and their deputies; for the en
forcement of our liguor law, so that
the Vote for sheriff is the index of the
voters’ attitude towards prohibition,
enforcement or nullification.
‘ The election returns reavealed this,
that non-enforcing sheriffs were re"
buked by a vote much less than for
their party candidote for governor; and
enforcement sheriffs were re-elected by
a votezmarkedly in exce-s of the party
candidate for governor. The voters,
therefore, stamped with the seal of
their approval prohibitory enforcement.
“But while the temperance forces
throughout the country have halted to,
shoqt over what has has been only a
half conquest of rural outposts, the
liquor interests have sat entrenched in
thé city stronghold«, have been mak
ing daily raids into “dry” territory
through express companies and boot
loggers, have convinced the glassblowers of the country that the coming
of prohibition to the nation means that
no more glasses will be smashed in the
saloons and that they will be out of a
job, have organized merchants’ and
manufacturers’ associations and have
won over to their ranks 5,000,000 voters
in allied trades, during the last two
years have been slowly driving back
our reform lines, in the elections ofj
1908_defeated about all the temperance
men who were Republicans or Demo
cratic candidates for go vernsh ip or fori
congress^ and in every state including
Maine, caring nothing for political
parties except af catspaws impartially
help Republican or Democrat according
as one or the other shall best serve
their orçn cursed interests. Today the
liquor interests are using with the most
telling effect against would-be temper
ance reformers these two significant
facts, that the per capita consumption
of liquor in the United States has more
than doubled in the last thirty years,
and the other deplorablly significant
fact that all we have done since 1843 in
the organization of reform societies
and the enactment of no-license and
prohibition and temperance education
laws has not yet decreased the per
capita consumption of liquors, which I
has never fallen in all that time except1
during financial depression. In the
face of such damaging facts the forces
of abstinence can as yet scarcely afford
to raise the exultant cry of sweeping
and final victory over their age-long
foe. The increased per capita con
sumption of liquors may not prove
that prohibitory laws are not efficient,
but it does prove they are notsufficienL
Inasmuch as the causes of intemper
ance are complex we must not expect,

for we shall not find, any single specific
for it, even a righteous prohibitory
law, standing alone will not' suffice, nor
should we look for the triumph of
temperance to at, one stroke carry all
the virtues to victory, for there are five
and one-million of Hindus,^ Buddhists,
and Mohammedans who are total ab
stainers who are yet given over to im
purity, polygamy, tyranny, and slavery.
If the day of the dominance of temper
ance ever does arrive it will not uecessarily mean that the millenium has
come. Do not expect too much even
of prohibition. It is not a panacea but
a partial lemedy for a particular dis
ease.
“If the peril of Alcoholism is to be
met and overcome in this fair land then
he must be known by the people at
large for what he is, a monster of many
faces and manifold powers who must
be gone out against wherever he stalks
or lurks by all the forces of righteous
ness guided with the strength of God,
the ripe wisdom of past experience and
the consecration of their,powers and
possessions to the grand end of his
complete and ultimate defeat in state
and nation alike.
“If the residents of the state of
Maine are not aware that the liquor
interests of this whole country are go
ing to concentrate their best endeavors
upon this most eastern state of the
Union during the next two years, and
that they will move earth and hell--if
not heaven—to accomplish their nefari
ous end of swinging Maine into the
license or local option ranks, then I
believe they have yet to become ac
quainted with the arch enemy of their
peace and prosperity. As we see it,
there is now in this state or should be
an anti-saloon, and also an anti-alcohol
campaign. The anti-saloon campaign
can be best waged by convincing the
voter who has nothing against the
saloon’s alcohol that he should vote
against the saloon because of its bad
moral atmosphere. The anti-alcohol
campaign can be most wisely prosecu
ted by the presentation of the irresist
ible scientific argument as to the evil
nature of alcohol itself, arguments that
convinced President Eliot of Harvard
University at seventy years of age that
every intelligent man should render
the double verdict, ‘No license for the
community, and no liquor for me.’ To
the work, my friends, to the work We
are servants of God, for our state’s salvatiou. Victory will perch on our ban
ners not simply by church temperance
meetings, but more chiefly by hand-tohand contest with individual and
prejudiced voter.

Furthering this worthy local work
with our best endeavors we will not
lose sight of the larger aspect of the
great matter. We will remember how
a man’s environment, the hard condi
tions of present day labor, the nervous
character of the American organism
predispose a man to drink, and all will
try to better and brighten his environ
ment, lighten his toil, and offer food
to his nervous hunger. We will rec
ognize the sustaining interests of the
liquor traffic, the evils and attractions
of prostitution, gambling, cheap music,
and free lunches, upon which the traf
fic largely depends for indirect support,
and we will as a nation eventually fur
nish reasonable and satisfying substi
tutes for all these evils and attractions;
as churches we will understand that
One reason why the temperance cause
is making as great headway is that the
closely related and contributory causes
of intemperance are almost ignored by
churches; ds high life sets the pace
for low life we will as churches opeh
our mouths againsl drinking in society
life as we never yet have done; and
understaning that the Sabbath is the
water 'supply of all reforms, that the
Sabbath commandment is the one the
keeping of wl|ich tends to the keeping
of all the others, and the breaking of
which leads to the breaking of all
others. We will as churches concen
trate our best efforts on the preserva
tion of a Sabbath that shall be free
from buying and selling, base ball
games, excursions and moving picture
shows, knowing full well that a Sun
day desecrator will not long vote
against drink, or gambling, or impur
ity or, political corruption.
“Oh, the task before us in the matter
of temperance looms big and threaten
ing in our eyes as voters, churches, and
as a nation, but it appeals, nevertheless
to the heroic in us that is God implant
ed. And we shall wage a good warfare
when once we become awake to who
and what our enemy is and iwhat be
plots, against us, and we shall event
ually come off victor in God’s name.
A fearless and full scanning of the
nation and the world shows victories
enough in sight—past and present—
to cheer the most despondent; and
moral perils enough, for] nation and
individuals, and especially for our
youth in this age of cities and of luxury to arouse the most indifferent.

Subscribers may take advantage
of Enterprise offer by paying any
arrearage and one year in advance.

Great Books at Little Prices
iJKendall of Biddeford has over 2000 volumes of the latest
works of fiction They are editions that hâve been published
to sell at $ 1.50. You can purchase any of them for 50 cts,

■«

“Old Chester Tales”

by Margaret Deland.
“The Further Adventures of Quincy
“The Shuttle”
by Frances Hodgson Burnett
Adams Sawyer”
“Lavender and Old Lace”
“The Man From Brodneys”
by Myrtle Reed
by George Barr McCutcheon
“A Woman for Mayor”
“Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm
by Helen M. Winslow
by Kate Douglas Wiggin
“The Squaw Man”
and books by Harold McGrath, Clara Louise Burnham, Joseph G. Lincoln, Robert
Louis Stevenson and other gifted writers.
These books are distinctly attractive and this sale is an exceptional oppor
tunity to purchase books for friends.

THIS ADVERTISEMENT
is intended for out of town people. We’re talking to strangers per
haps, and perhaps we’re talking to friends—-“old customers.” Which
ever may be the case, we want to tell you that we can fill your wants
and show you more up-to-date Clothing and Furnishings for men
and boys" and at much lower prices than you’re paying now. It may
be a little out of your way to come and trade with us, but it will pay
you to take the trouble to come. Our store is filled with Thanksgiv
ing and other seasonable goods and they’re yours whenever you want
them.

CHAS. A. BENOIT, Clothier
The home of Good Clothes
for men and boys
Opposite Post Office,

Biddeford, Me.

T. L Evans Department Store
MAIN STREET, BIDDEFORD. MAINE

I

Thanksgiving Sale of Goods for the kitchen and table priced at the lowest pos
sible notch. Purchases of $5 or more delivered FREE
Fruit and Vegetable
Presses

Steel Spider Bargain

Chafing Dishes

No. 9 size, 11 inches across top,
during this sale....... . 25c
Chopping Bowls, 10c, 19c, 29c, 49c
Rolling Pins, 10c, 20c, 25c
Creased Rolling Pins, 10c

Special for this sale
Tea Kettles

Wire Goods

Pie Lifters, 5c and 10c
Cake Coolers, 10c and 15c
Pie Holders, 10c, 20c, 35c

Blown Glass

Dinner Set Bargains

Water Tumblers, a dozen,... .50c
Bell shaped Tumblers, a doz,. .50c
Finger Bowls,. ...................... 10c
Champagne Glasses, .........
10c
Etched Tumblers, regular $1.20 a
doz,, for......... ".....................60c

$10 White and Gold, 112 piece set
for................................... $7.98
$9 Plain White imported semi
porcelain ware, na-piece set
fop................... .... ...........$6.98
$10 Green Or Blue, 112-piece sets,'
Imported Dinner ware... .$7.98
The $18 “Lothair” and “Tuscany”
stock pattern dinner sets at 10
per cent discount during this
sale, in full sets,................ $15
A Bargain in Haviland China sets.
$50 stock pattern for...... .$35
Can be bought separately or in
sets.

Common Glass

Chafing« Dishes, $2.98, $4.49, $5
Chafing Dish Sets, $10. and $20

Tumblers, worth 50c for 24c a doz
Punch Cups......... ...................... 5c
Colonial Tumblers..... ,50c a doz
Pastry Closets

Yellow Crockery

Bread Mixers
-Nicked Copper, 89c, 95c, $1.25,
$1.50, $2, $2.50
Butcher Knives, 10c, 25c, and 50c
Boneing Knives, 25c and 50c
Bread Knives, 10c, 25c and 50c
Paring Knives, 5c, 10c and 15c
Carving Sets, $1, $1.25, $1.50,
and $2.25

K

Egg Beaters, 10c, 15c, 19c,
Nut Cracks, 5c, 10c, 19c
Flour Sieves, 10c and 25c
Flour Sieves with wood rim,
15c, 20c, 25c, 30c
Pudding and Jelly Moulds,
25c, 35c, 40c and 50c
Pastry Boards, 39c, 45c, 49c
With rim, clear white wood,
59c and 69c

The Universal, $1.35, $2 and $2.50
THE

Savory Roasters, enameled, $1.98
Savory Roasters, sheet irop, 98c

BREAD
MAKER

Covered Roasters

25c

10c,

Mixes and Kneads Bread thoroughly jfj

" IN 3 MINUTES

10c,

Hands do not touch the dough
Does away with -Hand
Kneading and Make±
Better Bread.
Simple. Easy, Sanitary

Sheet Iron, 20c, 35c, $1 and $1.25
Enameled $1-25, $1.50, $2, $2.25

49c,

Universal Food Chopper
Bread Raisers

9

The easy retinned kind. * Special
prices for Thanksgiving.
8 quart size...
39c
10 ‘‘ “ ...
49c
59c
14
17 “ “ ...
69c
21
“ “ ...
79c

Ji.09 Size,
$1.50 Size,
$1.75 Size,
$2.00 Size,

75c
98c .
$1.25
$1.50

60c Steel Kitchen . Knives and
Forks....... . ................ 39jC a doz
Silver Plated Ware
Rogers Silver Plated Ware, extr^ plate.
$i.$o Teaspoons., set of 6....49c
$3 Dessert Spoons, set of 6... .98c
Best A-i Knives and Forks, a
’ dozen........................
$3.50
A full line of Rogers’ Silver
Ladles, Oyster Fdrks, Round
Bowl Soup Spoons, Orange Spoons
Coffee Spoons, etc.
Grey Enameled pje plates...... 5c
White Lined Enameled Pie
plates ..... .\ ..'.................... 10c

With 5 shelves.. $1.25 and $1.49
With 2 shelves.........................98c
Crumb Trays and Brushes, 25c,
50c, 75c, $1, $1.50, $1.98
Steak Planks with Njckled Copper
Trays, $4.50, $5.00 and $6.00
Coffee Percolaters, $1.75 $2.00,
$2.25, $2.50, $2.75, $3.00,

Corn Poppers
1 1-2 quart size........................ 10c
2 quart size.............................15c
Special 25c sheet Iron Corn Pop
pers for. . . ........................ 10c
Spice Boxes, 25c and59c
Collanders, 10c and 19c
Steamers, 25c, 30c. 35c
Chopping Knives, 5c and 10c
Apple Parers, 5c and 10c

Sheet Iron Bake Pans, size 8x10,5c
Size 12x17. • • • ...............
.10c

Potato Mashers, 3c and 5c
Stroiners, 5c, 10c, 15c, 19c, 25c

Bowls/5c
Mixing Bowls, 10c, 15c, 20c, 25c,
40c, 50c
Mixing Bowls, with lip, 15c, 25c,
50c, 75c
Pudding Dishes, 5c, 10c, 15c, 20c,
25c, 30c
Common White Ware
Bowls, 5c and 10c
Cups and Saucers, 60c, 90c, and
$1 a doz.
Blue Edge Pie Plates, 5c, 8c, 10c
Deep Custard Pie Plates, 5c, 7c,
8c and 10c
Meat Platters, 5c, 10c, 15c, 25c,
40c and 50c
Pudding Dishes, 10c, 15c, 20c, 25c,
30c, 40c, 50c
Vegetable Dishes, 10c, 15c, 20c,
25c and 39c
Decorated Cups and Saucers, 10c
Plates to match, 10c
Decorated English Bowls, 10c

Glass Ware
A full line of Colonial glass
ware. Best glass made, clear and
white. A .great addition to the
table. Of common glass and not
expensive.
Glasses of all kinds
Cordials,
Wines, Cocktails,
Champagnes, Water Tumblers,
Iced Tea Tumblers, Goblets, Sher-;
berts Pitchers, Fruit , Dishes,
Sherberts Finger
Bowls and
Plates.

jl

Cape Porpoise
Miss Abbie Hersey of Dover,
N. H., has been visiting her sister,
Mrs. Albert Hutchins,
Robert. Doane has moved from
the Wildes Village into the Pink
ham house recently vacated by
William Fisher.
J Mrs. William Perry, Jr., has
been quite ill the past week.

Mr; and Mrs. John Eastman of
Cundy’s Harbor are visiting Mr.
Eastman’s sister* Mrs. W. C.
Lapierre.

Herbert Stone shot a fine red
fox last week, the second of the
season.
Henry B. Hutchins has sold the
pasture owned by him on the Mill
road to Sanford parties.
Will>e Hutchins had a narrow
escape from serious injury this
week, being struck on the head by
a block on board the schooner
Dorcas. While he received qpite
a cut on his head and a doctor was
called, it did 'not prove very pain
ful and in a few days it is thought
it will be all right.

Webhan net Club
Mr. F. W. B. Pratt of Reading, 1
Mass., a summer guest at the
The members of the Webhannet Club
Langsford House, stopped at that will meet Monday, November 21 at 3 p.
house One night last week.
m., with Mrs. Charles R. Littlefield.
Program
Mrs. Ruth Carpenter and Mrs.
Elton Coker and little son of Saco Roll Call.
of Anjou.
were the guests of Mrs. J. Frank Paper—Margaret
Mrs. Josephine Pollard
Seavey one day last week.
Review of House of Lancaster,
Mrs. Charles R. Littlefield
Miss Arlettie L. Tibbetts, ''Ac
companied by Miss Ruth, Grant
Enterprise until Jan. 1,1912 for
of Kennebunk is spending a week
$1.00.
in Boston.

1

Third Annual Ball
A'concei’t and ball under the auspices
of Wawa Tribe, I.O. R. M., will bo held
at Mousam opera house on, Thanksgiv
ing eve, Wednesday, Nov. 23. Music
will be rendered by Clark’s orchestra of
seven pieces.
.. Concert from 8:to 9; dancing from 9
to 1. Ball tickets 50c per couple.
Concert tickets, 25c.
This will be the third ball to be
given under the auspices of Wawa Tribe
and the committee in charge will make
it their aim to see that the affair is con
ducted in a clean, orderly manner and
they hope to be as successful on this
score as they have been in the past.
Clark’s orchestra is a new organiza
tion and this will be their first appear
ance before the. public. Don’t forget
the date, Nov. 23rd, and plan to attend
and help to usher in Thanksgiving in
the good old fashioned way. ,

First Parish
Next Sunday evening at 7 o’clock a
harvest service will be celebrated by
Sunday school of the First., church.
There will be recitations* by the chil
dren and the singing of songs appropri
ate to the occasion. The public is
cordially invited.

The Rev. Mr. Wilson goes to Boston
next Saturday and will preach on Sun
day in the Church in Winchester. The
services in the Uniterian Church will
be Conducted by the Rev. Mr. Lemoine.
The regular social gathering of the
Uniterian Church “Society” will be
Thursday at 6.30 o’clock.

Second Parish

Music at the Second Parish church
next Sunday will be asjfollows;
Prelude.
Andante froth the G. minorConcerto,
Local Notes
Mendelssohn
Anthem—Praise the Lord, O Jerusalem
George Li Robinson spent Sunday in
Maunder
Sanford.
Response—Softly and Tenderly Jesus is
Calling
Murray
There will be an inspection of the re
gular work of Ivy Temple, .Pythian Sis
ters at the regular meeting next Tues*
day evening, November 22. A full at** I Enterprise until Jan. 1,1912 for
tendance is requested
I $1.00,

Ralph Benson, who has typhoid >
fever, is more comfortable.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest McCon Miss Eva Bonney, who has been
nell,, spent Sunday with her sister critically ill with typhoid fever, is
at Pine Point.
more comfortable, although ex
Mr. and Mrs. U. A. Caine return tremely weak. All are glad to
ed from their trip, last Tuesday,, hear of even this slight improve
where they have been visiting Mr. ment.
and Mrs. Delmont Staples of Seat Our district nurse, -Misg Annie
tle, who were former residents „of Dowling, is with us ready to help
this town. They report a very en- those iri need of her services. She
joyable trip.
comps highly recommended. We
A number, of mepabers from Er understand that she is available ‘
nest Lodge are planning to attend td any one needing her services by
District Lodge which meets at. the hour/for reasonable pay. To
those who are too poor to pay, her
¡Biddeford Pool Nov. 16.
Mr. and Mrs. HomerGoodwin have services are free. She may be
returned from their western trip. found at Hotel Randolph, Main
street. If in need of a competent
Anew Meat Market has been
nurse give her a call.
opened in town.
Your correspondent had the
Mrs. Horace Emmbhs has had pleasure of attending the very
the town water put in her hoqse
pretty wedding of Miss Mary Ellen
on the corner of /Pleasant and Wildes, and - Steven Llewellyn
Main Street.
Perry, which took place at the
Miss Minnie Adjutant was the Willing Workers’ hall, Monday
guest of Frank T. Littlefield of evening.
Miss Wildes made a
Bi 00k side Farm, Sunday.
most charming bride. Her dress
The Twine Mill ‘ is running on was white satin with veil, and she
short um'e on account, of loW carried a bouquet of white pinks.
The groom was attired in the usual
water.
Mr. Cann of the Baptist church black; They were attended by
preached at the Methodist church Clyde Wildes, a brother of the.
last Sunday in exchange with its bride, and a lady friend, who was
attired in pink and carried a bou
regular pastor, W. T, Carter.
quet of pinks. The ceremony was
Lpland Webber remains very performed by Rev. Mr. Caine of
low at this writing.
the Baptist church, the ring Ser
vice being used. After congratu- <
Saco Road
lations the bride threw her bou- J
qiiet and the. usual excitement
Mrs. Estelle Clark has returned prevailed. Then the groom was
to her home after a pleasant visit called upon for a speech. He
in Lynn and other cities.
proved equal to the occasion and
Mr. and Mrs. Aldo Drown has responded in a few well chosen
returned tb their, home after a few words. They wete the recipients
days’ vacation.
of many useful and beautiful
Frank Washburn is quite sick. present. There were 140 present
Dr. Lord attends him.
arid all were served with ice cream
The High school play netted and cake, and each received a slice |
about- $22.
of the wedding cake. At abopt
Ernest Benson and Mrs. Benson 10 o’clock the guests returned, to
were guests of Mr. Benson’s sis their homes, after wishing Mr. and
ter at North Kennebunkport, Sun Mrs. Perry much happiness. They
day. Carl Ross of Biddeford arid will at once go to housekeeping.
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Hadlock were This is the third wedding in Mr.
also guests.
Bradbury Wildes’ family within
There was a meeting at the six months
1 Farmers’ Club hall, Monday eveThere will be a concert at the
riing. Refreshments were served.
Willing Workers* hall next Mon
Lemuel Brooks, employed at
day evening. Admission 25 cents.
the Kittery Navy, yard, spent Sun-,
The huskings at Riverhurst' will
day with his family.
be Wednesday evening, it is said.
West Kennebunk
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Annual November Sale
BEAUTIFUL, USEFUL AND RELIABLE

Table Linens
Including Damask, Napkins, Tray Cloths, Tea Cloths, Side
board also Bureau Scarfs, Doilies and Towels. All new, fresh
goods bought especially for this annual event, for which we
have made extraordinary preparations. If your table linen
needs replenishing for the Thanksgiving table, we would di
rect your attention to the many special values which we are
offering for this week’s^ selling :
TABLE DAMASK by the yard, hand
some floral designs, 60 inches wide,
Regular price 50c,
Thanksgiving Sale, the yard ......... 39c
SATIN TABLE DAMASK, full 70
inches wide, pure linen. Rose, bowknot, polka dpt and chrysanthemum
, design.
Special ,for this sale, the yard......... 75c
NO. 102 HEAVY SATIN DAMASK,
many choice patterns to select from
72 iriches wide. Many stores would
x ask $i.25. Our price the yard..$1.00
NO. 305 DOUBLE SATIN DAMASK
72 inches wide, shown in patterns,
atom, rose, < chrysanthemums arid
many others. Qur special leader at
per yard.... . f....................... $1.25
NO. 704 EXTRA HEAVY DOUBLE
SATIN DAMASK, pure Irish linen,
, in neat designs, 72 inches wide, the
. pest damask we have eVer offered at
the price. Per yard............... $1.50
ROUND THREAD TABLE DAM
ASK Jf/German manufacture, silver
bleach, pure linen, 72 inches wide.
Pet. yard....... . .. ............................ $1.00

Bureau Scarfs
in plain linen and damask patterns, size
18x54, at
25c, 50c, 75c, $1.00 and $1.25

LINEN NAPKINS, 18x18 inches, in a
number of good designs.
Sale price per dozen
¡..98c

Tea Cloths
size 30x30. Each............... 25c and 50c
SATIN DAMASK TEA CLOTHS,
some hemstitched, others with scal
loped edge. Size 36x36, at...........
$1.00, $1.25, $1.50 upward tQ $2.50.

PURE LINEN NAPKINS, floral pat
terns, size- 18x18. Special for this
Thanksgiving sale, per dozen $1.25

Special Sale
of all pure linen towels, including dam
ask and huckabuck, With either
hemmed or fringed ends. Beautiful
patterns, size 22x40. Values up to
87 1 -2c. Your choice each....... 50c
HEMSTITCHED DAMASK TRAY
CLOTHS, sizes 18x27.
Prices each................. 25c, 50c and 75c
HUCKABUCK TOWELS, sizes 18x36
and 20x40, T1 111 re 1 birders.
Each....... .......10c, 12 b-2c, and 15c
PURE LINEN HUCK TOWELS,
size 15x24. Special value,
At... . ........................ 15c, 17c and 25c

Other special values at per dozen.........
........... $1.50, $1.75 and $2.00.
SATIN DAMASK NAPKINS, size
20x20 inches. All linen,.fine quality.
Choice d2signs. Per dozen....$2.75

HEAVY SATIN DAMASK NAP
KINS, size 22x22, unusually heavy
quality, m patterns to match our No.
102 Damask. Per dozen...........$3.00

DOUBLE SATIN DAMASK NAP
KINS size Z4X24 inches.
Heavy
weight Irish linen, in designs to match
No. 704 damask.
Per dozen.............

$5.00

Other values, size 24x24 inches, at...
......... . ........................ $3.98 and$4.50

She Little Bhjwn House
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Famous Double Service Garments
We are now making a special display of these Garments and believe every one of
our customers will be interested in seeing them.

The many special features make these

garments a big improvement over “old style houses dresses
PRICES

Mrs. Harriet Lyons will be at our store all this week

to demonstrate * the superiority of the double-service

1.49
AND

1.98
a
y

garments over the old style house dresses.

We cor

dially invite and confidently expect you to be present
some day this week whether you intend to purchase
or not. Exclusive sale of these garments in York Co.

PRICES

1.49
AND

1.98

W. E. YOULAND COMPANY
MAIN STREET, BIDDEFORD, MAINE
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The Arundel Grange held their
Farmer’s Club
Hall, Friday evening November
Items of Interest Gathered by Our nth and will hold special meetings
for the next three weeks.
Several Correspondents
Miss Dowling, the new district
nurse
at the Port is installed at the
Town House
Driscoll house.
g Mrs. Edwin Smith, Mrs; Frank Quite a number from this Vicinity
Adams and Mrs. Charles W. B.
attended the “Husking” at RiVerClough were in Portland last Wed
hurst Tuesday evening. The corn
nesday,
was in fine condition and about 450
Mrs. W. L. Watson visited Mrs. bushels of the golden ears were
Frank Adams over Sunday.stored away. A bountiful supper
Mrs. H. A. Wells has been vis was served which was much en
iting friends in Bangor, Me.
joyed.

NEIGHBORING TOWNS regular meeting at

attended the “husking” at Mr.
Harry Parsons on Tuesday evening.
The Women’s Praying band
The Farmers Club met at their
meets every Monday evening in
Hall on Monday evening with quite
the vestry of the Baptist church.
a large number present. It was This is undenominational and it is:
called to order by the President, desired that all the women and
and after a short business meeting, giijls in town will make an effort to
all .were invited to go to the dining attend these meetings as they are
hall below and were served with a very eelpful indeed.
very nice clam stew, , cake and The Arundel Grange meets on
coffee. A pleasant evening was I Friday evening at its usual place.
spent. The next meeting will be
The funeral of Mr. Thomas
held on Monday evening December Casey was held at the Catholic
12th which will be the election of church on Friday.
officers aud it is hoped a great
many members Will try and attend.
Enterprise until Jan, 1, 1912 for
A large number from this village $1.00.

Kennebunkport

HE little brown house by the road.
With'vines running up to the eaves,
Where the summer long there were
bursts Qf song
And a flutter of wings in the leaves;
Oh, the little brown house was merry
In the days that used to be,
When the boys and girls, with’thelr sunny
■
curls,
Were close at the mother's knee.

T

From little brown homes by the road
The strength of our land is brought,
Paying their way from day to day.
Simple and pure in thought.
The choi-d of a grand Thanksgiving
From homes like this ascends
\
To the glory of One beyond the sun.
Whose kingdom never ends.
—Margaret E. Sangster.

But the little brown house by the road
Is lonely now and still,
For Robin is dead, and Alice is wed,
' Arid Louie must bide at the mill;
Father is gray and silent,
.
And the mother’s foot Is slow,
And you hear the dock with its faint
tlck-tock
As you - could not long ago.
The little brown house by the road,
From the swift train flashing by,
I watch it stand in the quiet land,
Under the quiet sky,
From the time of the golden daisies
To the hour of the falling leaves,
From the time of seed to the waving mead
And the flush, of the ripened sheaves.
The little brown house by the road,
When I passed it yestere’en,
Sudden and sweet it laughed to greet
My eyes with a dazzling sheen*
There were lamps in the twinkling win
dows ;
I knew as I rattled past
That the Are was bright on the hearth
alight
And the children home at last.

To the Jlttle brown house by the road
Had come Thanksgiving day,
And the wintry air, if they felt it there,
Had the tender warmth of May.
The father’s tongue was loosened,
And the mother’s laugh was clear,
For the chrism of love was poured above
The home in the waning year.

The little brown house by the road;
Oh, mother, old and gray,
Honest and true they return to you,
The children who went away,
And Rev, who is off in the army, .
And Archie, afar on the sea,
Never forget the tasks they w?re set
At home by the mother’s knee.

I*

OH, MOTHER, OLD ÄJU^GBAT«

KENNEBUNK AFFAIRS
Some of the Little Stories that the
Enterprise Has Heard

Six Weeks to
Chiistmas

$2000 Worth

Thanksgiving Day next week Thurs
day.

======0 F====

Walter Littlefield and Wm. Stanley
are at Cairabassett on a hunting trip.

New Winter Merchandise

Mrs. Philip R. Andrews and child left
Monday for a visit at Montclair, N. J.
Mrs. Oliver Clough of Kennebunk
port was the guest of Mrs. D. Bragdon
today.

¡W.r, , ,4 jgfcl N===

Our Bargain Basement

Whiteomb has opened a candy de
partment .at his studio building on
Main Street.

Partly Damaged by Smoke and Water

The first dancing party of the Kenn
ebunk assembly was held in town hall
Tuesday night.

The fire of Thursday night in the building adjoining ours, flooded our basement with
smoke and water. While the damage is slight and can scarcely be noticed, the loss of
this store is your gain.

The first meeting of the Twenty Asso
ciates wasxheld Monday afternoon at
the home of Miss Abbie Ross.
Selectman Edmund Garland of Wells
well known in this vilage,has purchased
the Rankin store in the town hall block
that village.

This Stock will be Placed on Sale Thursday Morning

The room in the second story of the And time RIGHT NOW to
Hay building and over the shoe store
Begin Your Christmas
of Jesse Ham has been rented for
Court hearings.
Shopping
Schools will close Friday for the York
County Teachers’ Convention at Saco,
Kennebunk .and Kennebunkport schools
will exhibit work of pupils.

Mrs. Evie Chisholm has taken pos
session of the waiting room at the Town
House. The waiting room at the sta
tion is now in charge of Mrs. Shepherd,
This week’s eight page edition con
tains many advertisements for Thanks
giving shopping. It will pay you to
read them and find out the merchants’
message for good goods and prices.
Handsome pictures are being given
away at the Old Corner Grocery with ■
purchases of soap. Some of the sub
jects are from noted printings and are i
large enough to be framed for hanging.

Thursday of next week being Thanks
giving Day the Eneterprise office will
be closed. Advertisers will please have
copy for change reach our office not
later than Monday and correspondence
should be mailed Tuesday morning.

Mr. and Mrs. Willard Dunstan, Willis
Watson, Charles Cook, Miss Kate
Cooper and George Fiske returned
Monday night from a hunting trip at
Carrabassett. They obtained twelve
deer, three of which are on exhibition
at Larrabee’s store.
An Unnecessary System.
“You ought to have a burglar alarm
system in your house,” said the elec
trical supply agent, “so that you will
be. awakened if a burglar raises one of
the windows or opens a door at night”
“No burglar can get in here while we
are peacefully sleeping,” replied Mr.
Newpop. “We are weaning our baby.”
—Chicago Record-Herald.

Evans, Biddeford
Thanksgiving.
Let us give thanks!
What!
You haven’t got
Anything to be thankful for,
Or
p
You have got
What
You can't be thankful for?
Oh, say,
That's no way
To feel about a good thing!
Brace up and bring
Yourself to thè front
Don't-growl and grunt
And do the sorry stunt
Full out of the ruck
If you're down on your luck
And reach for the skies/that are blue.
Get out of the shade
Your troubles have made.
By heck. It is up to you!
We know this is a vale of tears.
Chuckful of woe and sorrow.
And turkey that we eat today
Is not so good tomorrow.
We know that labor is a cross.
But still we have to bear it.
We know that fortune breaks sometimes,
And we cannot repair it.
But, say.
Occasionally good things come our way,
Don’t they? Sure they do.
And bully ones too.
So let us growl and swear and kick
On- every day save one.
On that one let us pause and thank
The Lord for what he’s done
The way we thought he ought to do
To square himself with me and you.
Say,
We can stand for one Thanksgiving day,
Can't we? By gum,
If everything is on the bum
We must be to blame some!
What!
—W. J. Lampton.

The Unknown Great.
“My tooth hurts like Sam Hill!”
“Who the Dickens is Sam Hill?”
Notable Exceptions.
“Well, who in Sam Hill is Dickens?’
Mrs. Bloobumper—Yea, everybody is
—Toledo Blade.
always ready to give advice.
Bloobumper—There are exceptions.
Be neither ignorant nor careless with
“Are there?”
respect to the future.—Vergil.
“Yes; floors and lawyers.*?.

T-—--------------------------------------------r

F you are troubled in getting fitted to a pair of Shoes let me
make them for you to FIT YOUR FEET OR YOUR
.MONEY BACK IF THEY DO NOT FIT. I will make you
a Hand-turned Shoe or a Goodyear Welt, in fact will make any
thing you want in the shape of a shoe.

I

A Sure Cure for Dropping
of the Areh
Is to have your shoes made to order any shape you want.
Agents wanted to sell to order.
Also carry a full line of

Ready-made Shoes
both ladies’ and gents*.

Whole Soloing a Speciality

W. A. Ledger
501 Central Ave,

Dover, N. H

Franklin Sq., up one flight, over Kènnerd’s Drug Store.

at 8.30 o’clock and will continue Friday and Saturday and will be sold at one-half their
original value.
BLANKET^, FLANNELETTE,
COMFORTERS, OIL CLOTH,
CURTAINS, UNDERWEAR,
WAISTS.

COATS, SKIRTS, WRAPPERS.
CRASH, UMBRELLAS, TOWELS,
CAPS, REMNANTS, BATH ROBES,

HOUSE DRESSES

BARGAINS OF EXTRAORDINARY VALUE
42 pieces Fancy Flannelette.
Elabo
rately designed. The 15c kind.
Our sale price... . . ....................... 9 l-2c

One lot heavy flannel Bath Robes; $1.50
to $3.00 values.
Sale price, your choice .. . ................. 98c

500 yds. Prints in Remnants—6 i-2c val
ue.
Sale price the yard ....................... 4 l -2c

Wrappers made of heavy percale; dark
colors, $1.25 value.
Sale price........................................... 23c

Pillow Slips—full size—15c value.
Sale price.........................

10c

One lot Children’s Caps that sold for 50c
and $1.00.
Sale price..................
10c

One lot 10-4 double Flannelette Blank
ets, gray or white, the $ 1 kind.
Sale price ........................................ 65c
One lot 1 i-4 Blankets, $1.50 kind.
Sale price
.................................... 98c

Ladies’ and Misses’ fleeced lined Vests
and Pants; slightly soiled; the 25c kind.
Sale price .................
,..........19c

150 Crib Blankets, pink and blue bor
ders.
Sale price .>..........
21c

One lot Towels; fancy border; with or
without fringes.
Sale price .......................................... 4c

One lot of white, pink, blue, red, cream,
and black Flannelette, extra heavy, 12 i-2c
value.
Sale price....................................... 9 l-2c

Exactly 24 Children’s Coats; sizes 6 to
14. Were $3 to $6. s
.Sale price, your choice................... $1.98
17 Ladies’ black Skirts; assorted styles
and materials. Each one a bargain at $3.
Sale price........................................ $1.98
5 doz. Ladies’ Cotton Waists; nil sizes.
Sale price
............................ 25c

A full size extra heavy Comforter, the
$1.25 kind.
Sale price....... ..............
98c

25 pieces Oil Cloth, pretty designs.
Sale price, the yard........................ 15c
One lot Umbrellas, men’s or ladies’.
Sale price....... . .............................. ,39c

Hundreds of yards of Crash, a regular
6 i-2c value.
Sale price
4 l-2c

One lot Dress Goods Remnants, 54-in.
wide, 1 to 4 yds.
Sale price, thé yard

The best values in Trunks ever offered.
A duck covered trunk with brass comers
arid clasps, iron bottom, hardwood slats,
two heavy leather straps, yale lock, $6 value
Sale price........................
4.98
Initials lettered free.
One lot House Dresses; blue and tan.
Elegantly embroidered, full skirt, $2 value.
Sale price........................................... 1.29
One lot black taffeta Waists, $3 value.
Sale price..........................................1.93

Another lot ladies’ flannel Waists, $4.00
value.
Sale price
2.69

The most sensational bargains ever offered by any store in this vicinity are now on dis
play in our women’s cloak and suit department, 2nd floor. This season’s latest produc
tions and in a large variety of styles ond colors in Women’s Finely Tailored Suits, also a
wide range of Women’s Coats and a large line of Furs and Fur Coats and Millinery, all
placed on sale for the above three days at about one-third off the usual selling prices.

LOUIS POLAKEWICH
iso Main St

Biddeford, Me.
“THE STORE THAT SATISFIES”

Saving Time or Time Tables.
To most people, especially when they
are on the road« time is money, but
time tables are not convertible into
cash. In the pages of “Through Sav
age Europe” Harry De Windt gives a
curious and amusing experience on a
Russian railway some years ago. The
patience of the Russians is in marked
contrast with the Impatience of Amer
ican travelers. All Russians have a
rooted antipathy to fast railway travel,
if one may judge from an incident
which occurred some years ago when
I was travelling across the Caucasus
from Batoum to Baku.
We had
reached a tunnel, at the entranee of
which the train waited for at least
twenty minutes.
“There Is something wrong,” I re
marked to a fellow passenger.
“Oh, no,” he replied; “we are only
making up the time. This tunnel was
recently made to avoid a long bend
round a range of hills, and as it now
cuts off several miles a short delay is
necessary so as to fit in with the sched
uled time."
“But surely we should save time by
going on,” I urged.
“Perhaps so,” said my friend. “But
then, you see, they would have to alter
all the time tables.”

READ THE ENTERPRISE

Summer street Friday evening, Nov.
18th for members of the Lodge and in
vited friends.
The following officers were installed
Next Tuesday evening the lodge will
Tuesday evening by Lodge Deputy, W.
have a “Blind Man’s Bag” to dispose
E. Berry, assiseed by State Deputy, O.
of to the lucky person.
A. McKenney;

Salus Lodge Notes

C. T.—F. A; Small.
V. T.—Frances Hutchins.
Chaplain—Mrs. Mary Littlefield.
Ree.. Sec.—-Mrs. Lucy Hurchins.
Fin. Sec.—A. Maud Robinson.
Treas.—W. E. Barry.
Guard—Ruth Littlefield.
Supt. J. W.—Mrs. Nancy L, Stevons.
P. C. T.—Geo. L. Robinson.
The balance of the officers will be in
stalled at the next meeeting.
The question of having a “Visitor’s
Night” was brought up and discussed,
and as it would interest the whole Dis
trict no definite action was taken at the
time, but the subject will be introduced
in the District Lodge to day for discus
sion. It is hoped that the plan will be
carried out. Remarks on the Order
and the Temperance question were
made by Bros. O. A. McKenney and J.
Franklin Briggs of Massachusetts.
There will be a “Nickel Social” at
th€*\»me of Miss A. Maud Robinson,.

of the county. He is well fitted for his
position.
State Agent Shuffleburg’s
residence is at Kennebunkport. Those
wishing his advice and services may
address post office box 249.

One Cent Postage

Case of Glanders
State Agent Shuffleburg paid a wel
come visit to York Beach week before
last where he found two cases of
glanders. These cases were confined
to two different stables, but originated
from one. These horses were pro
nounced with the glanders by Agent
Shuffleburg several days previous to
this; he also ordered the owner of the
horses to call a veterinary to examine
them, and after examination one of the
animals was killed. The stable was
fumigated.
Agent Shuffleburg also
ordered the water shut off in the
public trough, had it thoroughly
scrubbed and cleaned. The people at
the Beach are well pleased with the
work of the agent. Mr. Shuffleburg
has always been active in the prosecu
tion of this work and has done much
good In Eliot, Kittery and other parts

Before President Taft leaves the
White House, it is very likely he will
recommend a one-cent rate for letter
postage. The president is prepared to
show that letter postage at this rate
will yield the government a profit. As
to magazines, Mr. Taft will recommend
that they be required to pay the present
rate of one cent a pound on all reading
matterand a much higher, to be deter
mined later, on the advertising pages.
Newspapers will not be affected. The
average haul of the newspapers is only
800 miles, that of the magazines 1100
miles. The adoption of a new rate for
the magazines, Mr. Hitchcock believes,
will entirely wipe out the deficit and
put the postal establishment on a selfsustaining basis.

Enterprise until Jan. 1,1912 for
$1.00.

the county.. Would it make the rest
of the county better or worse?
In
these days of trolly cars, automobiles,
bicycles, etc., wouldn’t the easily
tempted persons, all over the county
rather go away from home and be pro«
tected by the law in their vices ?
f
“Yes, sir,” was
Wouldn’t they become worse than ever?
the man’s me
Do we want one or more such sinks of
By CARL WILLIAMS.
chanical
reply,
“you can
drop
me
anjin n0
£ g0
much
iniquity in every county in the state? of
E had
just
come
his
caraston
from
an eyelash
did
he
betray
his
here.
ag jjy
flicker,
But perhaps it may be said, we don’t ishment the
Beacon-Hargrave
wed
as his master stepped from
propose to do any such thing. We the car and,
ding.immaculate
In Howard
Christy
’s
in frock
coat,
silk hat,
gray gloves
don’t propose to make possible the gray trousers,
estimation
all soft
weddings
were
stalked
through
license of anything but the saloon. and
bores,boutonniere,
but one must
be bored
in the
Hats and
crowd still
intohanging
the brilliantly
Carter’s
Why do you propose to allow tbe towns gloom
cause ofand
a merger
fire.
station.
to license this worst and most destruc lighted
And now,
with the ceremony and
Caps
Union Suits
Christy had a private car in one of
tivecrime in the whole list; this ‘’gi quickly
dispatched
reception
V w but
“You
canbehind
drop
the uptown
yards,
he gave
it
no
gantic crime of crimes,” and apply thought.
him, he was
the
office
1 \ for
me
here.
am
Heheaded
bought
a ticket
forI once
Tru
state wide prohibition to all the rest? more.
His patient
would
be
|secretary
going
out for
of
mansburg.
He | was
going home
Can you state the reasons why ?
We Thanksgiving
” ”
awaiting him. with “town.
mother.
would like to have you state them. We
Years
had” passed ovei’ his head since
“Mother!
the left
half Trumansburg.
gloom, half mistHe
of had
the
would like to see them spread out heInhad
often
thought
of goingasback
oncoming
twilight,
his for
cara visit,
was
before us.
the second
thought
wasofbetter
wedged
in among
scores
otherthan
ve
Supposo we do as you say, confiue but
first.
It always
ended
in his
send
hicles
in front
of the
Grand
Central
our talk to the saloon alone, the ‘‘gi the
ing for his
to visit
him
instead.
he mother
heard that
word,
and
heav
gantic crime of crimes.” Local option station,
was not
a Napoleon
finance.
enChristy
only knows
why
he leanedofforward
proposes to let each town vote each to
In see
all who
these
he it.had made no
hadyears
uttered
year wether it will license or prohibit meteoric
rise,straight
but heinto
hadtheclimbed
He looked
dewy
the saloon. We will suppose the vote depths
steadily,ofand
now, as he
hadeyes,
acquired
Dr. Wisebird says “the
wonderful
violet
but
a patch
gray
over
is to be taken in Saco and Biddeford. they
wereofnot
fixed
on each
him. ear
, and a
right clothing is just as
thebeyond,
shoulders,
he had
They stoop
lookedoffar
across
the
The river only, separates them, across trifling
turned of
over
his fifthtomillion.
vehicles,
where a woman
important for health as
which, there are several bridges. Is it tangle
Eminent
warn
soft nerve
brown specialists
hair and had
beautiful
possible to get a fair vote in either with
the right food.’’
ed him
that
he "mast
cease
endeav
eyes
smiled
to the
girlhisfrom
out
town? The people in each will say, if gray
orsmass
or of
lose
his
health,
but Christy
a
furs
and
violets.
Just fletcherize that
we vote dry, the other side of the river laughed at them.
Christy forgot to urge his chauffeur
will vote wet, and they will get all the toNeither
of friends
nor orders
thought and come in and
get out urgings
of the tangle
somehow.
He
license money and we shall get none. of physicians had any
Yet for
he
sateffect.
quite still
chew over our prices.
yielded to the one
notelong
of joy
in a
We know perfectly well that the open now
ijprA-''''
thoughthome.
saloon will increase our taxes more ^girl’s voice and | was
IT going
ful minute.
Overcoats from $8. to
The girl’s voice
-brought
home
>z-jUhadThen
he leaned
than the licenses will amount to, but
$25.00.
him, and with
as the
a
if the other side of the river votes wet, and mother back to forward
train dashed on
smiled softly
to
KShe singularly
serene
Suits from $10 to $25.
our people will drink just as much as himself and planned
his arrival
at
expression
on his
they would if we sold, and they get all home.
Underwear $1.25 to $6.
JwJ strong, determinthe license money and we get nune, and
He had taken\xtheedflier
face.because it
Shirts $1 to $3.
our taxes will be increased on account was the first train out. A word to the
of drunkenness and disturbance the amiable conductor, and the engineer
Special trousers $ 1 to $7.
same as if the saloons were at our end was instructed to stop at Trumans
of the bridges. If our people are to get burg.
The station was dark when, a little
all the liquor they want just across the
after midnight, the train paused just
bridge, we have got to have the drunk long enough for the single passenger
436-438 Central Avenue
enness anyway. We may as well vote to drop to the platform.
wet, and get our part of the license
But there was a light in the postDOVER, N. H.
money. Isn’t it plain to see that men office across the road from the depot
Trunks and
who are in favor of state wide prohibi and presently a man came out to take
Bags
Sweaters
tion, would, for these reasons, vote wet. the mall bag flung off by the messen
The same conditions exist in Lewis gers.
“That train stop here?” he asked in
ton and Auburn, Bangor and Brewer
credulously of Christy.
and other towns. All our cities will
“For a moment,” was the amused re
say, it is no use for us to vote dry. If sponse. “Do you know where I can
we do, all our rumseliers will move into get a bed this time of night?”
an adjoining small town vote wet, and
The mail carrier regarded him with
set up their shops and pay their license disdain. “Of course,” he said loftily.
fees there and sell our people all the “This town ain’t so small that it does
liquor they want. What use is it for not have hotels. You can always get
the small towns near tbe cities to vote .into the Liberty House—if you ring
loud enough. It’s two blocks north,
dry when many of their men are in the
one east.”
wet cities every day, or very often ?
In the morning he hunted up the
All these conditions will influence residence of one of the clothing store
men who believe in state wide prohibi proprietors and induced him to open
tion, to vote wet. In license states his store. Here he selected an outfit
where the saloon interest has the peo less conspicuous than his wedding
Folly of Local Option
ple by the throat, it may be some gain guest attire and of the sort he had
once regarded as the last word of ele
There is naturally a difference in the for a town to have the power to shut
out the curse from their homes and
Here’s an announcement that will be welcomed by all people people ot different towns. Some will schools, but for Maine, after more than
be
largely
democratic;
others 50 years of state wide prohibition to de
who contemplate buying an automobile.
largely republican.
Some will be scend to local option would be the most
church going people.; others will stupendous blunder since Esau sold his
scarcely have any religious meeting birthright for a mess of pottage, and
Judas sold his Master for 30 pieces of
within their limits. Some will take
silver, and Benedict Arnold sold his
great interest in schools; others will country for a major general’s commis
only raise what money the law compels sion to the British army.
them to raise for educational purposes.
Since writing the above I have
Some towns provide a decent and com noticed the following from the Boston
fortable home for their paupers; others Globe ot Nov. .11, 1910, which shows
provide only what the law compels. the practical working of the New
Some take great interest in good roads; Hampshire local option law:
others do only what the law compels
‘‘Sharon, N. H., Nov. 10—This
them to. Why not recognize all these
town with only half a dozen voters,
differences and enact a general local
has voted for license, 4 to 2. The
option law, and let each town manage
result is giving no little concern to
Model T Touring Car, fully equipped
$780 its own local affaiis without interfer* neighboring towns which went no
by tbe state ? If a town don’t
license. They see the saloon al
Same car, less top, windshield, gas lamps and speedometer, $700. : ence
want to pay out money to support
most at their doors. This little
schools, why should tbe state step in
town is a center of travel and has
flodel T Roadster, fully equipped
$680 and compel them to? If tbe sentiment been a fighting ground for both
of the town is against paying out money
forces.”
Same car without equipment, $600. F. O. B. factory.
to support paupers, how could a state
These four men by paying a license
law to compel such support be exe fee, mostly to themselves, can under
“Buy a Ford car because it is a better car—
cuted? If the sentiment of the town the protection of the law of the state,
not because it is cheaper.”—Henry Ford.
is against raising money to maintain sell all the liquor anybody wants to
highways, how can the state law to buy, corrupting and debauching not
compel it, be enacted? If we could only tbe people of the adjacent towns,
have such a general local option law, but everybody who passes that way,
men who like their money better than and all tbe people ot the state cannot
they do education, tbe comfortable prevent it. Four men against the
support of paupers or good roads, whole state of New Hampshire. What
would naturally gravitate towards such a shocking prostitution of the sacred
towns as raise very little, if any, money right, of the people to govern them
for those purposet, till the majority selves.
would never any year vote to raise
B. C. Jordan.
money for schools, roads or paupers.
Should be your daily dish. There is no other food that con If Local Option is good to suppress
The Express Graft,
liquor traffic, why not to suppress
tains more nutritive properties; yet Sealshipt Oysters are tbe
prostitution?
Can any person give
It cost a resident 68 cents express on gance.
economical—no w^ste. Price a quart, 50 cents.
any possible reason why we should
He lighted a cigar and strolled over
have local option law to regulate the a rooster shipped from Hancock one
liquor traffic that will not apply with day last week. The bird weighed only to the church. He knew that the fam
20 lbs. Fine Granulated Sugar
$1.00
equal force in favor of local option to 12 pounds. And yet tbe average man, ily celebration alstarted
suppress this kindred evil? Suppose if one asked him to vote to have the w a y s
Rice, 3.4-5 6 or 7 lbs. for
25C
with the morn
we should try it, probably every, town government take over the express com ing service, while
Macaroni or Vermicelli, 4 pkgs, for
25C
in a county by a larger or smaller ma* panies and run the business for the ben the most depend
jorities
should vote No. How naturally efit of the people, would spit and howl able grandchild
Star Soap, 7 bars for
25C
and easy it would be for evil disposed ‘‘Arnachist.”
remained at home
Pure Spices, all kinds
persons in the whole county to concen The express charges on a package of to baste the tur
Ground Bones, to lbs.,
25C
trate in the town or city giving the books of less than ten pounds into New key and keep the
smallest No majority, and subsequent York State last week was *75 cents. But fire up.
He had not long
years make it a Yes majority. Wouldn’t because tbe socialists think government
wait before
We are agents for King Arthur Flour. The best raised the town soon become such a sink of ownership would cut the rate two« to
the old farm wag
iniquity that every decent person would thirds “Teddy” and Dr» Abbott say on
drove up, and
Bread flour in the city, $7.50 a barrel.J
be glad to move out of it? Wouldn’t the socialists favor free love and play ft was Christy
the Yes vote soon become practically golf Sundays.
who helped his
unanimous on all vices and crimes?—
mother out and 4<I didn’t recognize
the liquor traffic, gambling, prosititukissed the withyou.”
tion, highway robbery, horse stealing,
ered cheek as he held her in his arms
Odd Fellows’ Blk, Alfred St.,
BIDDEFORD etc.? Wouldn’t every form of disorder Subscribers may take advantage for an instant.
The old lady looked up in surprise;
and violence flourish under the pro of Enterprise offer by paying any
then, with a glad little cry,- she threw
tection of the law?
Perhaps you will say that such an arrearage and one year in advance. her arms about his neck.
“I didn’t recognize you—you looked
arrangement would purify the rest of

CHRISTY’S TRIPLE
THANKSGIVING

H

Frank W. Hanson

When Ford Speaks

G. W. Larrabee Co., Agents
^ALSHJPT^ OYSTERS

The F. F. BEAUREGARD Co.
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so like out of us, Howard,” she said
tremblingly.
“That’s what I’m thankful for. I
can still be one of you,” he answered,
and he told himself that the losses he
would have to stand on the deals that
would suffer in his absence were well
repaid by the look of delight in his
mother’s eyes.
They slipped quietly into the church,
and none realized that the man in the
cheap suit was the “Christy boy" of
whom they had heard so much and
seen nothing.
They set him down as one of the
distant relatives of the Christys, and
only Nan Copeland, seeing with the
eyes of her heart, could tell that it
was the much talked of millionaire.
It was Nan whom Christy sought
when the short service of prayer was
done. She laid her hand timidly In his,
but her eyes spoke her welcome not
to be concealed.
“What in the world brings you here?"
she asked in surprise. “We thought
that you had quite forgotten Trumans
burg.”
“I came to see my mother—and you,"
he answered in a whisper. “I thought
it was only mother, Nan, but when I
saw you I realized that there'were two
persons I had come to see. Is there
any chance for me?”
For a moment the girl was silent
Once she had dreamed dreams of a
home in which she and Howard Chris
ty should live happily ever after.
Then he had made his first scoop in
Wall street, and
after that there
was no time for
thoughts of love
on Christy’s part
The correspond
en c e dwindled
down and died.
Now he seemed
to have reverted
to the Howard
Christy she had
always loved.
“There may be
a c h a n c e—1 n
time,” she admit
ted.
“I’VE THREE THINGS
“You don’t need To ®E thankful
to. add that last” FOR‘ *
he said humbly. "I didn’t suppose that
you were going to fall on my neck just
because I came back and asked you.
But if there isn’t any one else I’m go
ing back to town to close up some
deals, and then I’m coming home to
convince you that I’ll make a model
husband. There isn’t any one efee, is
there, Nan?”
“Not as yet,” she conceded, and
Christy smiled radiantly.
“I’ve three things to be thankful
for,” he said jubilantly. “You and my
mother—and my own old self. Three
thanks for one Thanksgiving are a
whole lot, Nan, and the best of these
is”—
“Your own old self," quoted Nancy,
coloring delightfully, and Christy read
in her eyes that his probation would
not be long.
Thanksgiving Table Decorations.

Here are some suggestions for the
decoration of the Thanksgiving dinner
table:
Instead of the costly flowers for the
central ornament of the table make a
centerpiece that will delight every one
by its novel appropriateness. On a
mirror plateau place a pumpkin, the
yellowest and fairest that ever glowed
between rows of fading corn. The top
must be cut off and some of the center
removed. The space is then lined with
smilax, asparagus fern or the hardy
dogtooth fern that every country boy
knows defies the frost and can be
found as fresh under the snow as
when wet by summer rains. Heap
the space high with lady apples, grace
ful bunches of grapes and yet more
ferns, allowing a few of the latter to
stray down the side and rest their
pretty tracery on the white cloth.
Or get a low, round wicker basket
and pile it high with rosy cheeked ap
ples, letting'three or four of them drop
from it on the tablecloth to signify
abundance. At each plate place a red
apple decorated with a ruff and frilled
paper cap and sketch with ink a comic
face on the smooth skin. It will create
no end of fun for the children.
Or pile a basket with either apples or
pears and place a border of autumn
leaves around it; also one around each
of the plates at the table.
Get a big bunch of yellow chrysan
themums and put them either in an
old blue ginger jar or a brown earth
enware pitcher. Failing these, a small
bean pot such as Is used for baking
beans will prove a decorative recepta
cle for them. Place two or three of
the chrysanthemums on the tablecloth
near it.
A basket piled full of yellow ears of
corn is a unique centerpiece. With
this should be placed at each plate
three grains of corn—to commemorate
tbe time in 1623 when the crops fail
ed and the colonists were threatened
with starvation, being put on rations
of a few kernels of corn a day. A day
of fasting and prayer was appointed
then, and directly after, as If in an
swer, there was a long continued rain
storm, and a vessel arrived laden with
provisions. Then in gratitude a day
of thanksgiving was appointed about
the middle of July. This was observed
for some fifty years, when the day
was ch-'tiged to harvest time.—Boston
Herald
Charity’s Visiting Day.

Charity begins at home, but at
Thanksgiving time it ought to go visit
ing and help to make happy the lives
of those to whom turkey is only a
memory or a mockery.
Don’t Deceive Yourself,

Plenty of people imagine they have
nothing for which to give thgnkst hut
imagination is dgfiepUje,

KENNEBUNK AFFAIRS NEIGHBORING TOWNS
Some of the Little Stories that the
Items of Interest Gathered by Our
Enterprise Has Heard
Several Correspondents
Ernest Jones spent several days in
Portland last week.

Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Elwell are spend
ing a two weeks7 vacation at Grafton’s
Notch.
The residence of Dr. and Mrs. O. R.
Carter on Main street is being wired this
week for electric lights.
Mrs. Edward Parsons left Saturday
for Portland where she will remain for
several weeks.

Charles Bowdoin, Charles Cole and
Edward Burke attended the football
game at Orono last Saturday.
Charles Whidden and a friend from
this village has been camping out in
the vicinity of North Shapleigh.
Dr. Herbert H. .Purinton was sum
moned to Haverhill Monday to perform
an operation^for Mrs. Frank Treferthen.

Mrs. David Fernaid and daughter*
Helen of Sonth Eliot visited at the
home of her mother, Mrs. Elias Cousens, Sunday.
‘The Band of Hopes’ have grown
up,” is the way a W. C. T. U woman
explains many of the norlicense victo
ries,in local option states.

The story is being told of a scholar
who In answer to his teacher’s question
as to what was a dromedary, replied;
‘‘A dromedary Js a two-másted camel.”
Miss Maises Kelly, who has been em
ployed as nursemaid for some time by
Mrs. North M. West, has gone to Wis
consin, where she Will make her home
with an aunt.

A rumage sale is being held in the
lower room of the. town hall today,
Wednesday, by the ladies connected
with the Kennebunk Festival Chorus,
The articles are meeting with a ready
sale.
John W. Bowdoin has sold the Chas.
Walker farm at Bartlett’s Mills to W.
F. Wyman of Lowell. The Robert
Parsons property on the Sea road
has been sold by this agency to
Manning E. Perkins of Sebago Lake.

Much discussion has been had as to
the interest paid for loans in a Building
and Loan Association. A. member bor
rows eight hundred dollars and pays
therefor nine dollars each month. In
eleven years (or 132 months) he haspaid
for his principal and interest $1,188.00-—
$800 on loan, $388 interest; and every
member pays just the same in propor' tion on each two hundred loan or on
one share. You can make your Own
calculations.

The union Thanksgiving (Service is to
be held this year in the meeting-house
of First Parish. The discourse is to be
delivered by the Rev. D. M.
ilsdn,
and the other parts of the service are
to be taken by the three ministers of
the other protestant churches. It is ex
pected that there will be singing of
old-time hymns and anthems by a cho
rus made up of the combined choirs
of the churches. The services will be
held at four o’clock in the afternoon of
Thanksgiving day.

Miss ?.ary A. Walker passed awaygat
her home in Lyman Sunday morning,
her age being 78 years. She was a na
tive of Lyman, having been born in the
house in Which she died. She was a
member of the Free Will Baptist church.
The funeral was held Tuesday after
noon from her late home. There were
a number of beautiful floral pieces.
She leaves one niece, Mrs. Thomas Gilpatrick of this village, and four neph
ews Charles, Albert, Orrin
and Nat
Walker, who reside in Alewive and Bid
ford.
A very pleasant surprise party was
given Miss Louise McBride at her home
on Pleasant street last Wednesday eve
ning by some of her many friends. The
dining room was prettily decorated with
autumn leaves and fir boughs. Miss
McBride was preparing to go' out when
her father called her to the dining room
where to her surprise she found the
room full of friends. She was the re
cipient of some very nice presents.
The evening was passed in social enter
tainment after which refreshments of
ice cream, cake and fruits were served.
When the party broke up all declared
they had passed a very pleasant even
ingThere was a time when the employer
of labor could frighten his workmen by
saying the election of this man. or the
defeat of that man would necessitate
the shutting down of his factory. A re
cent incident of this kind happened in
Massachusetts. Before the election
the old and worn out ^disaster story”
was started on its way througboht the
shop. Two days after the defeat of
Draper and the election of so many
Democratic governors and legislators
this factory received the largest
order in its history, and the employer
was so pleased that be could not keep
it to himself. The workmen are now
trying to reconcile the story before elec
tion with the the big order that follow
ed it.

South Berwick

Let us hold in our mind the union
Thanksgiving service with sermon by
Rev. D. M. Wilson at the Unitarian
chiirch at 4 p..m., Thanksgiving Day
Any of our people who may wish to
donate money or food for the deserving
poor as a Thanksgiving offering are re
quest ed.to do so through the Board of
Charities department of the Kenne
bunk Federation, Rev. D. M. Wilson,
chairman.
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at 10 per cent to 33 per cent less than we could
sell same qualities if obliged to buy
at present market prices.

Berwick Academy football team /Next .Sunday afternoon the? choir
defeated Thornton Academy foot work and sermon will be appropriate to
ball team last Saturday at Saco by the Thanksgiving season.
the score of 11 to 6.'
The Sabbath school will convene at
Married at Dover, N. H., Nov. the close of this service.
io by Rev. Benjamin F. Eaton, The evening service will be held in
Frank N. Proscott and Mrs. Myr- the auditorium. Song service and , ser
tie N. Rogers, both of South Ber mon especially adapted to the young
med.
wick.
The Church prayer meeting Wednes
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur E. Ches- day evening. Class meeting, Friday
ley and daughter Helen,spent Sun evening.
day with Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Chesley.
You are cordially invited 'to all our
at Kittery.
church services. Make yourself known
Miss Sewall will give a talk on to the pastor.
.
W. T. CARTER, Pastor;
England before the Berwick Wo
man’s Club next Saturday after
noon. ,
Enterprise until Jan. 1, 1912 for
The Foreign Missionary Society $1.00.
connected with the Methodist
church gave an entertainment last
Thursday evening in their vestry
I
INVITATION
which consisted of readings and
music,both vocal and instrumental. I
;
.
" . ..
Light refreshments were served |
The Pariseau Millinery Store
during the evening.

SPECIAL FUR OPENING THIS WEEK.
THE BARGAIN STORE

EVERETT H. STAPLES

Mrs. John Brierley who has been
ill for some time is reported to be
no better. Dr. Thayer of Portland
was in town Friday and held a con
sultation with Dr. Frank Ross
concerning her case.
The funeral of Mr, Frank E.
Sanborn took place from his late
home on Main street last Friday
afternoon. The services were' con
ducted by Rev. A. E. Kingsley of
whose church the deceased was a
member.

»
f

i46 Main Street, Biddeford

., •
will be

pleased to have the ladies of surrounding
towns and villages call and inspect its ex-

|

tensive line of millinery and millinery effects

f

PARISEAU MILLINERY STORE
MAIN STREET................................BIDDEFORD

O’CONNOR & NADEAU
CITY BUILDING, BIDDEFORD

Are now showing a large line of

FALL HATS AND CAPS
Let us show you haw cheap we can sell these goods this fall.
the latest stylés, too.

All

Caps for Hen and Boys from 25c to $1
Hats for Hen and Boys from 50c to $2.50
Boys’ School Shoes—durable

stylish and jüst what Will please.

Trimmed Hats

The History Class held a meet
ing at. the home of Miss Mary R;
Jewett Monday evening.
Mr. Henry C. Knight of South
Eliot, principal of the Goodwin
street Grammar school was unable
to be present part of the week on
account of the illness and death of
his mother. Mrs. Jennie C. Good
win substituted for him during his
absence.
,
Mr. and Mrs. J. Woodbury San
born of Deerfield, N. H,. were in
town Friday to attend the funeral
of their brother, Frank Sanborn.

Every Tuesday during the months of No

vember and December we will have a large

display of trimmed hats at special prices.
MISS GOODWIN
MISS NEILON
n8 MAIN ST.,

The Annual Reunion and Busi
ness meeting of the South Berwick
Baptist church will take place this
(Wednesday) evening.

BIDDEFORD

‘

Fire Sale Now On!

Died Saturday, Nov, 12, after a
long illness, Peter Pelletier, aged
about 29 years. He is survived by
a wife and two children.

If you have not been in our store the past few days,
you certainly missed many good bargains;
We have some very nice pieces of furniture, also
fancy dishes which make elegant presents.

Governor’s Proclamation

Sanford Remnants

The Thanksgiving proclamation
issued by Governor Fernaid follows;
“None of the customs bequeathed
to us by our fathers is deserving of
more faithful observance than that
of recognizing the Beneficent Pow
er, whose rule brings the sunshine,
the rain and the heat that mean
abundance and contentment to the
people of the earth. Our own bor
ders have never been more bounti
fully blessed and prospered than
during the year now drawing to a
close. Our soil has produced with
almost marvelous fertility; our la
bor has been employed with con
stancy and profit; country, town
and eiiy have’enjoyed with marked
equality the fruits of peace and
plenty.
In acknowledgment, therefore,
of Divine favbr, and in accordance
with the hallowed New England
practice. I, Bert M. Fernaid,Gov
ernor of the State of Maine, do
hereby designate Thursday, Nov
ember Twenty-fourth, as a day.of
public thanksgiving. Let us ob
serve it in the manner consecrated
by those from whom we have
rece.ved it.”

Methodist Church Notes
A fine congregation, able sermon by
Rev. Cann, well rendered an th em by
the choir and the excellent work of Or
ganist Fairfield, combined to give us a
servies of unusual Interest an d profit.

A little turk,
A little jerk,
A little clerk,
A little dirk.
Will make a little dinner.

These goods were not damaged, but we must get
them off the shelves and are selling them at your price.
Lots of groceries left—come and get bargains. Store
open every evening.

Leave your order at

MRS. J. E. CANTARA

Chase’s
MAIN STREET '

A
full line of fancy Turkeys, Geese,
Ducks, Fowl and Chickens, Celery
for your Thanksgiving dinner.

Nuts, Raisens, Bell’s Poultry Seas
oning and everything for the table.
(18 pounds Sugar for $ 1.00)

Come in and get your prices before

124 MAIN ST.,

.

. '

.

.

BIDDEÍORD

Two Tlore
Wilson Bargains
For This Week.

We are particularly proud of these models at
$2.98. We know that nowhere else in the city
will you be able to duplicate them at less than
$4 to $5. We invite you to come and judge for
yourself.

ordering elsewhere.

Orders promptly delivered.
Tel. 41-2
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14Î MAIN STREET
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